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Cultural Analysis

When anthropological, ethnographic, or semiotic 
research really works, one can change the frame ...

Upending rather than confirming thinking

Helping to change assumptions as well as 
questions



Today: 3 
Examples

Milk

Home Organization

Personal Space



Milk: Ingoing Assumptions

• Explicitly:  It’s about mothers.  Children are drinking 
less and less milk – get mothers to get their kids to drink 
milk

• Implicitly:  It’s about milk in a white glass



A good (or great) mom is 
the implicit standard for 
and expectation of 
mothering.

To be “a mother” is to be a ‘good’ mother
Good is the unsaid but presupposed 
adjective

In contrast, the good behavior of fathers is 
called out, remarked upon, as something 
special, noteworthy

A family’s chore chart:  Note  the “Ask Mom!” (And this is a family with a 
VERY involved, VERY attentive, VERY supportive and active father….)



And being a good (great) mom is not easy:  a 
hard and sometimes fragile existence.

Speech delay, diary

Challenge, diary

Struggle, diary
Failure,  diary

If she;d just do, diary more, 
diary

Parental styles, diary
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Implications (1)

• Being a American Mom is difficult.  
• The work of it – and the striving to do better – is constant
• Mothers act as sculptors, guides, mentors, educators, protectors, support 

systems, and their very beings as constant models, while also denying 
themselves
• Trying to socialize children in an atmosphere of loving fun, pleasure, and 

family togetherness

• So…
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Lighten the Load
Help mothers rather than adding to the task by asking her to do something 
else

FOR INSTANCE….

• Enlist Dad
(Make dad a focus, target dad, at least, make dad a partner in efforts)

• Enlist Others
(Cartoons and popular culture figures that kids seem to listen to with pleasure)

• Add Some Pleasure and Support
(Not another morally imperative should)
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Implications (1)

• Lighten the Load: Enlist Dads
• Dads are ideally mothers’ allies
• And, in practice, many are
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Culturally, milk faces considerable challenges as a beverage and as a 
supplier of calcium and other nutrients.

• Other beverages and foods (dairy and other) 
have taken on calcium and other nutrients as 
their reason to be

• Consumers do have concerns about 
hormones and other health issues 
surrounding milk

• Other beverages consumed on-the-go (which 
milk is not) and have specific out-of-home 
places dedicated to their consumption



Explode the White-in-Glass Limitations
(Keeping only the glass of white, keeps milk circumscribed)

Using this as the Vehicle to…
Relieve Guilt for Pairing Things with Milk

(In a cup, frothed, coffee, chocolate, syrup can be added; in a 
tall – or squat colored glass or cup, it could be fruit, etc.)

Extend and Create Occasions
(To go with snacks, to be iced on the go, for late night; not 

abandoning meals but not limiting to meals)







New Product 
Development

“Managing Movement: A Cultural Analysis of 
Organization at Home”



Objectives

• Investigate the organization of stuff at/in/around home
• How do things move through home? How do they move in and out of home?
• What are the strategies, tools, systems for things, especially things that move (e.g., paper, 

clothes, hobby/sports gear, toys)?
• What works and what doesn’t?

• Explore principles implicitly framing behavior
• What are key metaphors or principles guiding organizing behaviors, especially of things that 

move?



Objectives

• Put behavior in societal context
• What problems, tensions are here to stay?

• Implications for product innovation in home organization
• What are the opportunities?  What are crucial problems to be solved?



Method:  Ethnographic Interviews

• 16 Households
• Split between West Palm Beach and Chicago (western suburbs)

• Photo Diary homework
• “My (dis)Organized Home”



Principles: Today 2 Primary Frames of 
Reference (or Metaphors) are in Tension
“Everything should have a home”

Implicit: stability; there is a physical place/space
A container metaphor, nested or otherwise

E.g., Reference Library
Vertical placement, shelves
E.g., Museum 
Collections are the mental model

Temporary (Virtual) Locations

Implicit: transmutability, changeability
An array metaphor, visually what’s there

E.g., Computer Screen
Surface display, movable
E.g., Web page
Images are the mental model

Tension to 
be resolved

Homes are containers, like museums
Stuff ‘has a home’
The layers live

This is our past, yet still relevant model

Homes are portals, like Google
Stuff is always in motion
The scan or surface is what lives

Increasingly, this is how we live our lives



“Everything should have a home” – a spatial/ 
geographic principle

• Everything has its place and everything in its place
• “Without designated space, it’s a free for all.”

• Classificatory schemas, grounded by area identity
• E.g., kitchen pot cabinet vs. kitchen pantry; garage gear; bedroom is ‘my stuff’
• Collections, e.g., china, figurines, types of papers – all live in one place

• Drawers, closets, shelves….are the containers for things.







“Everything should have a home” – a spatial/ geographic principle



Temporary locations – visual arrays take 
precedence

Spaces in which ‘object’ and/or ‘place’ is 
mutable

Surrounding oneself with stuff when in the 
middle of working …

As though the person is the search engine, 
scanning, pulling, dragging (in digital language)



Temporary locations – visual arrays take 
precedence

Clothes closets or 
pantries…
• Desire to make it all 

visible with a glance





‘Designated place’ vs. ‘temporary array’ is a 
struggle throughout the house



When it doesn’t work: when the array becomes 
chaos and/or designated spaces not used.



Orientational Metaphors: Orientation 
Provides Critical Cues
• For Americans, flat, horizontal means in use (like 

a pile)
• Flat book says ‘I’m in use.’  

• Vertical or hanging means ready for next use … 
• Flat papers in file cabinet don’t seem right 

(organized), while vertically they do.
• Ideal closets are those that allow most clothes to 

hang.

• Stacked/packed = deep storage.
‘Flat’ says “I’m reading”



Vertical = ‘ready for use’



To be returned: 
hangs from door handle

Hanging hand truck, bike, upright ladder –
all ready for use.
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Orientation critical cues: Up vs. Down

Orientation cues make shoes not on floor, or higher, seem more organized than when on floor.
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Orientation critical cues: Up vs. Down

In one bedroom: piles of clothes on the floor vs. hanging in the closet
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Orientational Metaphors: Front vs. Back

Unpaid bills clipped to front; 
paid bills move to the inside (back)

• Front is ‘now/current/immediate’ – the surface lives
• Back is ‘past’, perhaps dead (might be “buried”)
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Orientational Metaphors: Front vs. Back
• Behind closed doors/lid is not only ‘non-immediate’ (future) stuff, but 

often means deep(er) storage
• Clothes closets or dressers that are no longer used on a daily basis
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Orientation provides critical cues – summary

Orientational
Cues

FLAT VERTICAL VERTICAL STACKED

+ + + +

FRONT FRONT BACK BACK

+ + + +

DOWN and UP
UP

(increasingly 
DOWN)

UP UP OR DOWN

= = = =

Temporal Need
Current, 

immediate,     
in- use

Ready (for use)
Resource, to be 
called on when 

needed

Storage –
preservation or 

staging for 
departure
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When signals get mixed, it doesn’t work.



Personal Space: Ingoing Question

• Investigate the dynamics of personal space in the United States
• For new product development in the sensory realm

• Implicitly: Study US consumers 
• Do a ‘deep dive’ with US target consumers



The Reframed Question

• Investigating personal space with research in the US, but also France 
and Vietnam

• Using the other countries for comparative lens – allowing fish to see the water and get ideas!
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Sensorial Space

• Personal sensorial space
– In France, out-of-home sensorial 

space that is personalized and 
customized through interaction 
with things

• Movable chairs in park to 
accommodate small group 
interaction; decking café tables 
with paper for eating or writing

Fans, used by Irene and 
Alexia, e.g., on subway.
At right, sold with scent 
for added sensation –
aesthetics of looks, feel, 
smell, movement

A woman’s bag, 
also facet of 
personal space and 
facilitator of comfort



The apparent Vietnamese paradox of riding a scooter  for “relaxation”  in crowded traffic: you 
must simultaneously concentrate and go with the flow, so you’re totally immersed while also 
"people watching” and riding by favorite spots in the city  



THANK YOU!


